
IntroductIon

used in marine applications or where shoring 
from below is not possible.
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General specifications
General sPecIfIcatIons

- pillar diameter: 24”, or made to 
 specification.
- side support span on one side 30”, 
 or made to specification
- Overall product span: 84.25”
- Total weight: 690 lbs, separated in 6 
 components
 -  2 upper collar halves
 -  2 lower collar halves
 -  2 side supports

Product capacity
Product caPacItY on each sIde

- 100,000 lbs
- Total: 200,000 lbs fOs 2.5:1
- if used in pairs + fillers, capacity 
 increases to 150,000 lbs on each 
 side, total 300,000 lbs.



Proscaff

PAPER MILL DIGESTER SCAFFOLDING

IntroductIon

faster shutdown maintenance 
and reduces labor costs.

The digester scaffolding is a versatile system that 

works with the ring/all-round system scaffolding.

The special platforms and brackets are efficiently 

erected on the scaffold system components, covering 

a range of digester diameters.
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corner PerImeter Plank

erected at the corner, the corner 
perimeter plank follows the contour 
of the inside wall.

advantages
advantages

the platforms are a combination between 
the regular scaffold planks and special 
round planks that accommodate different 
diameters, ranging typically from 15ft to 
18ft/4.5m to 5.5m.

rIng/all-round system scaffold

-   2m/6’6” standards
- 2.13m/7’ ledgers
- 2.13m/7’ planks

main components

the platforms are configured to follow the 
contour of the inside wall at 1.5”/4cm distance, 
ensuring a well decked area and robust work-
ing platform. other dimensions of platforms 
are also available. 

the number of items is reduced and easy 
to assemble. no extra plywood or wiring 
is necessary.

PerImeter Plank 2.13m/7ft 

erected along the 2.13m steel planks, 
follows the contour of the inside wall.

corner Plank

erected at corners, works in combina-
tion with the corner perimeter plank.

alumInum staIr 

erected inside the structure. Hooks 
insert directly into special intermediary 
planks.
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